INTRODUCING THE ALL-NEW

TVS JUPITER 125

Zyada se bhi zyada
Ever since its inception, TVS Jupiter has kept the consumers’ needs at the forefront and delivered on its brand philosophy of offering ‘ZYADA’ on every count.

Over **4.5 million happy customers** stand testament to this philosophy.

Continuing this focus on meeting the consumers’ evolving needs & offering Zyada, the new **TVS Jupiter 125** has been designed with several class-leading features which help taking this philosophy further by offering **ZYADA SE BHI ZYADA** on every ride.
PREMIUM STYLE
STYLISH & PREMIUM

STYLISH LED HEADLAMP WITH VISOR

ELEGANT TAIL LAMP WITH REFLECTOR

DIAMOND CUT ALLOY WHEELS

SIGNATURE LIGHT GUIDES + CHROME HIGHLIGHTS
BIGGER SPACE
LARGER & MORE CONVENIENT

BEST-IN-CLASS

LARGEST UNDERSEAT STORAGE SPACE
Bigger than ever storage space of 35 litres that can comfortably fit two helmets

LARGE FRONT LEG SPACE
SPACIOUS 2L GLOVE BOX

SOLID SAFETY
HELPING YOU STAY SAFE IN ALL YOUR JOURNEYS

METALMAXX BODY

SIDE STAND INDICATOR & INHIBITOR
This safety feature ensures that the engine cuts off when the side stand is engaged, improving rider safety

DISC BRAKE WITH SYNC BRAKING TECHNOLOGY
For safe & better braking stability

BODY BALANCE TECHNOLOGY
Body Balance Technology helps make the vehicle easier to control and manoeuvre
VERSATILE CONVENIENCE
FOR ALL YOUR JOURNEYS; SHORT OR LONG

ADVANCED DIGITAL SPEEDOMETER
Mileage performance indicators help with information such as Distance-to-Empty, Average Fuel Efficiency & Low Fuel Indicator.

EXTERNAL FUEL FILLING IN FRONT + LARGE 5.1 LTR TANK

CONVENIENT ALL-IN-ONE LOCK & MOBILE CHARGER

ONE-TOUCH COLLAPSIBLE BAG HOOKS

DYNAMIC COMFORT
RIDING COMFORT UNDER ALL CONDITIONS

BEST-IN-CLASS

LONG FLAT SEAT (LARGEST IN SEGMENT)

EASY GROUND REACH
The optimum seat height ensures that your legs reach the ground easily

ADVANCED TELESCOPIC SUSPENSION

ADJUSTABLE REAR SHOCKS
Adjustable rear shocks withbst in industry Monotube Inverted Gas filled shocks (MIG) for extra cushioning
## SPECIFICATIONS

### ENGINE (BS-VI compliant)
- **Type**: Single cylinder, 4 stroke, Air cooled
- **Displacement**: 124.8 cc
- **Bore x Stroke**: 53.5 x 55.5 mm
- **Fuel Supply system**: ETC/Fuel injection- Closed loop
- **Air Filter Type**: Paper filter
- **Maximum Power**: 6.0 kW @ 6500 rpm
- **Maximum Torque**: 10.5 Nm @ 4500 rpm
- **Transmission Type**: CVT automatic

### ELECTRICALS
- **Ignition**: ECU Controlled ignition
- **Battery**: 12V, 4Ah MF battery
- **Head Lamp**: LED with Clear lens with MFR
- **Taillamp**: Bulb with LED light guide
- **Starting System**: Electric Silent start

### CHASSIS & SUSPENSION
- **Frame**: High rigidity underbone type
- **Dimensions (lxwxh)**: 1852 x 681 x 1168
- **Wheelbase**: 1275 mm
- **Ground Clearance**: 163 mm (unladen)
- **Seat length**: 790 mm
- **Kerb Weight**: 108 kg
- **Fuel tank capacity**: 5.1 L
- **Wheels**: Alloy
- **Front Suspension**: Telescopic hydraulic
- **Rear Suspension**: Monotube Inverted Gas filled shock (MIG) with Spring aid 3 step adjustable

### BRAKES & TYRES
- **Front**: 220 mm Disc
- **Rear**: 130 mm Drum
- **Tyre Size (Front & Rear)**: 90/90-12 54J (tubeless)

## COLOURS
- **DAWN ORANGE**
- **INDIBLUE**
- **PRISTINE WHITE**
- **TITANIUM GREY**